Purpose This paper introduces a new methodology for semi-automatic registration of anatomical structure deformations. The contribution is to use an interactive inverse simulation of physics-based deformable model, computed in real time. Methods The method relies on nonlinear finite element method (FEM) within a constraint-based framework. Given a set of few registered points provided by the user, a real-time optimization adapts the boundary conditions and(/or) some parameters of the FEM in order to obtain the adequate geometrical deformations. To dramatically fasten the process, the method relies on a projection of the model in the space of the optimization variables. In this reduced space, a quadratic programming problem is formulated and solved very quickly. The method is validated with numerical examples for retrieving some unknown parameters such as the Young's modulus and some pressures on the boundaries of the model. Results The approach is employed in the context of radiotherapy of the neck where weight loss during the 7 weeks of the therapy modifies the volume of the anatomical structures and induces large deformations. Indeed, sensitive structures such as the parotid glands may cross the target volume due to these deformations which leads to adverse effects for the patient. We thus apply the approach for the registration of the parotid glands during the radiotherapy of the head and neck cancer. Conclusions The results show how the method could be used in a clinical routine and be employed in the planning in order to limit the radiations of these glands.
Introduction
Radiation therapy (or radiotherapy) is one of the possible treatments for head and neck cancers. It uses high-energy X-rays to destroy the cancer cells. A treatment is established using a treatment planning system (TPS) [1, 2] which combines patient medical images, radiation transport simulations and optimization algorithms in order to expose tumors to X-rays while sparing healthy structures. The treatment plan is then applied 5 days per week during 6-7 weeks in order to destroy the tumors. During these 7 weeks, the patient is exposed to several side effects and, in particular, weight loss.
This induces the motion and deformation on the anatomical structures, and the TPS does not take into account these topography changes, which may lead to an important X-ray exposure of healthy tissues [3, 4] . For instance, it is reported [5] that xerostomia (loss of saliva) is due to a higher (than planned) exposure of the parotid glands while treating throat cancers.
The first motivation of this work is to adapt the planning to account for morphological modifications in order to limit the radiation exposure of healthy structures. It has been shown that non-rigid registration and daily computation of the dose can reduce the radiations [4, 6] . But the challenge remains on the registration method over the 7-week period. While significant works have been achieved recently in the field of automatic non-rigid registration (the reader may refer to [7] for a recent survey), these methods do not provide an easy control for the physicians. These algorithms also lack robustness and consistency when images are very complex.
On the contrary, dealing with manual segmentations and/or registrations is time-consuming for the physicians and is not a viable solution for adapting the planning along with the treatment of the patients [3, 8] . The finite element method (FEM) has proven to be a good candidate for intra-patient registration problems [9, 10] .
The second motivation is to improve its current uses which exhibit several downsides. For instance, registration algorithms are often based on applying forces (or displacements) through the analysis of images [7] . This criticism relates to non-rigid registration methods inspired by snakes [11, 12] that mix different energies in a single system. Image-based energies have no physical foundation (for a mechanical standpoint), but it will create some boundary forces that will be in equilibrium with physics-based deformable models.
Another issue relates to the quality of the image analysis: Some boundary motion may not be captured due to a poor analysis of the image, leading to an under-constrained system. Finally, FEM-based automatic registration can only be predictive when the elastic properties of the registered structures are known. Most of the times, the elastic properties are roughly estimated, which leads to roughly estimated forces inferred from the medical images.
Consequently, the third and main motivation is to provide a registration tool that can be driven by the physician (for robustness problem) with a very simple interface and with an easy and explicit (i.e., no black-box tool) control on the parameters that have been used for the registration. For our application, the registration of the parotid glands (or parotids) should be done using the parameters that are used in clinical studies: an observed volume loss and motion of the center of gravity [13] . We emphasize that even if only two parameters are used, the reported deformations are not affine since parts of the parotids are constrained by the bones of the jaw, which leads to bending deformations in the whole structure that need to be captured. We also insist that unlike other registration tools, our application do not rely on the image pixel gray values. The registration is obtained as a combination of control points provided by the radiologist which drive an underlying FEM model of the considered anatomical structures. The first image set is used to perform the initial segmentation, and the following images are only used to provide visual feedback for the radiologist.
These motivations have led to the development of a new semi-manual registration method from which we list the following contributions:
-Our method solves a real-time inverse problem on nonlinear FEM which has, to our knowledge, not been addressed before. (Existing real-time inverse methods were limited to linear model [14, 15] ). This enables to retrieve some missing parameters of the deformations while doing the registration interactively.
-It provides a good control of the registration result by setting manually few registered points. Yet, using nonlinear FEM, complex deformations may be captured even if the dimension of the parameter space is reduced. The deformations are constrained by the optimization process and supervised interactively by the physician given the retrieved values of the parameters. -This new patient to patient registration approach is applied in the context of radiotherapy in order to capture the non-rigid motion of the parotids due to weight loss during a therapy. -A validation study conducted on 7 patients exhibits results, the quality of which is comparable with manual segmentation/registration while requiring significant less manpower. The decrease in patient exposure to radiations is also highlighted when using our results for adapting the TPS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The Sect. 2 details the optimization method that uses real-time nonlinear FEM with quadratic programming (QP) algorithm as well as a numerical validation, and the Sect. 3 provides some results related to the clinical application of radiotherapy.
Real-time optimization method
This section details the formulation that is used for real-time inverse method on nonlinear FEM (static Saint VenantKirchhoff model). It describes how it can be employed to estimate the external loads, pressures, displacements, etc. (in the following, we use the generic term of boundary conditions) that lead to a given deformation. To estimate the Young's modulus from an observed deformation, we need to know the intensity of the forces applied on the model (like any other inverse methods [16] ). If this latter requirement is not reached (only images of the deformation are available), we can estimate a ratio between parameters of different regions (like in [16] ) and obtain the displacement (not the forces) of the boundary conditions. This strategy will be used for the registration of the parotids described in the following section since medical images do not provide force measurements.
FEM-based inverse problem
The static FEM used in this paper accounts for nonlinear geometrical deformations and integrates over the structure a Hookean constitutive law. In practice, we use the FEM code available in the framework SOFA [17] .
During each step i of the simulation, a linearization of the internal forces is computed:
where f provides the volumetric internal stiffness forces at a given position x of the nodes (i.e., degrees of freedom of the discretized model), K(x) is the tangent stiffness matrix that depends on the actual position of the nodes, and dx is the difference between consecutive positions in time dx = x i − x i−1 . The lines and columns that correspond to fixed nodes are removed from the system to improve the condition number of the matrix K (at least one fixed node is required for K to be invertible). Static equilibrium (the sum of external and internal force equals to zero) is sought at each step:
where p represents the external forces (e.g., gravity) that are known and J T λ gathers the contributions of the Lagrange multipliers [18] . Three types of multipliers are defined:
-boundary multipliers λ b : we use these constraints to describe the external forces or the external pressures applied on the boundary conditions that create the deformation. The nodal force distribution and direction is given by J T , which is updated at each step. λ b is the unknown intensity of the forces or pressures on boundaries. We can set (and update at each step i) an interval of potential values min ≤ λ b ≤ max. -parameters multipliers λ p : these parameters influence the computation of the internal forces. We use a local derivation of the internal force by the parameter p:
In that case, J T = δf(x, p)/δp and λ b = d p is the variation of the parameter. To keep the validity of the local derivation over a step i, we can set − ≤ λ p ≤ . -registration multipliers λ r : set interactively by the user to do a local manual registration on a small number of points. 1 Contrary to a lot of existing registration methods, we do not put any force (therefore no energy) to the association of points or on image pixels, so λ r = 0. Even if null, these multipliers are useful to build the optimization problem.
Indeed, the next step consists of the projection of the FEM model equations into the constraint space: The size of matrix K is often very large, so an optimization in the motion space would be computationally very expensive. Instead, using the Schur complement (also called Delassus operator) of the constraint problem, we do a projection that dramatically reduces the size of the research space.
Three steps are followed and they are standard in a constraint-solving process [19] :
Step I, a free configuration x free of the deformable model is found by solving equation (2) with λ = 0. For the constraint defined on registration point, we compute a violation noted δ free r , which provides a vector between the registered position of the points and the position given during the free motion.
Step II, the constraint law is linearized:
where δ r represents a vector between registered and actual positions of points chosen by the user and dx cor represents the unknown corrective motion when solving equation (2) with external forces p+f(x i−1 ) = 0. The following step is central in the method. It consists in projecting the mechanics into the constraint space. As the constraints are the inputs (registered points) and outputs (parameters and forces on boundary) of the inverse problem, when gathering Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain the smallest possible projection space for the inverse problem:
Thanks to the projection, the vector δ r is directly linked to the Lagrange multipliers used for boundary conditions and parameters. Then, a QP problem is set by minimizing the norm of this vector.
The solution of the QP will provide the best possible values of λ b and λ p to perform the registration without additional energy. If we have a sufficient number of registration points, the matrix of this QP problem is definite, which leads to a unique solution. In practice, the QP matrix is always positive and definite iff the size of δ r is greater than the number of optimized values in λ p and λ b . However, this unique solution could be valid for only one step in the process (as the value of matrix W is computed with a linearization of the internal forces of the FEM model). To obtain a smooth convergence over the steps, the values of min, max and can be chosen to limit the jump between steps.
Thanks to the projection, the size of the QP problem is much smaller than solving the problem in the motion space of Eq. 2, allowing to solve this problem in real time. In practice, we use the QP solver available in the CGAL Library [20] .
During
Step III, the final configuration of the deformable model is corrected using the value of the constraint response using
. In practice, we use a L DL T factorization of the matrix K and not K −1 during the computation.
Numerical validation
We present here a preliminary validation of the approach using numerical examples. The experimental protocol is the following: First, we create arbitrary deformation of a deformable object (in our case, the Stanford Bunny, which is courtesy of the Stanford Computer Graphics Laboratory) by modifying boundary conditions or model parameters; second, three relevant points of the model are chosen and their position is stored when equilibrium is reached; and third, the simulation is restarted without the deformation and the three selected points are registered using the inverse simulation approach (leading to a perfect registration since we add a perfect correspondence between the points in the undeformed or deformed states). We then compare the difference between the actual values of boundary conditions or parameters that have been used and the ones estimated through the inverse method.
A first experiment was conducted by applying different pressures in cavities that were placed in the Stanford Bunny, and the inverse problem objective was to estimate the pressures that led to the deformation (Fig. 1b) . Our approach estimates the pressures with less than 1 % error for a perfect registration and less than 5 % if we let the user perform a manual registration of the three points. The values are listed in With a perfect registration, the error is below 1 %, and even with a manual registration, the estimated values are close to the real ones (<5 % of error) At initialization, the Young's Moduli are set with an arbitrary value and, with a perfect registration, our approach estimates the Young's Moduli with less than 3 % of error Table 1 . The second experiment follows the same methodology and was based on a heterogeneous material composed of three different stiffness (then three different Young's moduli to estimate). In this experiment, the deformation was induced by the softness of the model and gravity forces (Fig. 1d, e) . Our approach estimates the three Young's moduli with less than 1 % of error (see Table 2 ).
Application to adaptive radiotherapy
In this section, we present the application of the method in the context of radiotherapy of the neck (throat cancer), where patient weight loss induces deformations of anatomical structures that are not taken into account in the treatment. At the beginning of each therapy session, a scan of the patient is taken and a rigid registration of the planning to the actual position of the patient is realized. In order to facilitate this registration, the patient is wearing a rigid mask. The deformations of the structures due to the weight loss of the patient are not taken into account. Notably, the deformations of the parotids make them move toward the center of the neck and eventually intersect the main target volume of the therapy (see Fig. 2 ). Consequently, parotids may be irradiated more than initially planned, leading to xerostomia (saliva loss) for 20 % of patients. Yet, with a robust registration performed just before the therapy, the planning could be adjusted even if the parotids are generally poorly visible in the images. Due to the lack of robustness of the contour detection, automatic registration is not considered as a valid option by physician: They would have to verify all the slice, one by one. And, in addition, if the algorithm fails, they would have to redo the segmentation manually. This is a typical case of use of our inverse approach: Instead of only relying on a pure automatic algorithm, the radiotherapist can use his expertise (the knowledge of anatomy and meaningful parameters used in medical studies) to perform the registration and he/she will have a direct control of the parameters used for the registration. This manual control of the registration point and the direct feedback given by the algorithm could improve the physician confidence on the results if the registration is successful. This way, the therapist has a direct supervision of the parameters that have been used for the registration.
In the case of our application problem, [13] studied the parotids deformation by performing CT scans of the patient three times a week during the entire treatment. From that study, the deformation of the parotids is characterized by two parameters: the volume loss of the parotids and the motion of its center of mass (due to the volume loss of other structures). The deformations observed on Parotids are quite large (more than 30 % the size of the structure) and cannot be captured with linear models. Hence, an average reduction in the volume of parotid of 0.19 cm 3 per day of treatment is found as well as a displacement of the parotid barycenter of 3.1 mm at the end of treatment, in the median direction. We cannot use these two parameters with an affine registration: The parotids are anatomically constrained by the mandible, so when the gravity center is moving or when there is a volume loss, it creates a deformation of the parotids that cannot been captured with affine transformation. Given the displacements observed in the image (more than 30 % the size of the structure), the deformation can neither be captured using a linear deformable model.
These two parameters are introduced in our registration method and detailed in the next paragraph. The parotids are modeled with FEM models of about 650 tetrahedra and 200 nodes.
The points that are in contact with the mandible are mechanically fixed to be consistent with medical observations.
Boundary conditions retrieval
The first parameter (motion of the center of mass ) is related to the volume loss of neighboring structures of the parotid leading to a global displacement. A constraint is built using a lumped (diagonal) mass matrix M on the FEM model. We can compute the total mass m = trace(M). Then, the position of the center of gravity g is computed as a weighted sum of the position q of each vertex of the mesh g = N j=0 (m j j /(m + N ))q, where m j j is the mass on node j. This linear relation provides the construction of the Jacobian: g = J g q. Practically, the motion of the center of mass is only significant along axis x (toward the center of the neck), so optimization is done only on this direction. In our experiments, we found that the results are very similar with and without directions y and z. The projection g x = J g,x q is used. QP formulation allows to constrain the direction of displacement of g x , thanks to a unilateral constraint, so that the optimization never finds a solution where the parotid moves in the wrong direction (no volume increase in neighboring structures has been observed during the treatment).
A second constraint is built to apply a volume loss to the parotid. The constraint is built so that if the tissue has Fig. 2 Volume loss of parotids: (left) segmentations of the parotids at weeks 1 (red) and 6 (blue). It is worth noticing the volume loss of the parotid as well as the motion of the center of mass. These two parameters have been used to characterize the deformation of parotids in [13] . (Right) due to weight loss, parotids may intersect the target volume (in yellow) Fig. 3 Registration of the parotid deformations: (left) user interface that allows us to select 2D points to be registered. (Middle) in purple points to be registered on the targeted points (blue). (Right) parotid deformation after our inverse simulation a homogeneous properties, an homogeneous volume loss is observed. We compute a weighted normal at each point of the surface of the mesh that is proportional to the surface area of its neighboring triangles. Then, we apply a geometric diffusion of these normals inside the volume. So, at each point, we have a vector that provides the direction of the constraint. We put these directions in the Jacobian vector of the constraint J v . We introduce a unilateral condition in the QP so that the constraint can only reduce the volume. We can concatenate Jacobian vectors J g,x and J v to obtain the Jacobian matrix of the boundary condition J b . Sometimes, the volume loss of the parotids is not homogeneous. In that case, we divide the parotid in 3 regions, along the principal geometrical axis of the structure, and non-uniform volume loss is computed in the optimization.
Interactive inverse simulation for planning update
Our application starts with the geometrical models of the parotids that have been segmented during the initial planning and a CT image of the patient, after several weeks of therapy. First, an automatic rigid registration between the meshes and the new image is performed using the position of mandible bone. Then, the physician is asked to pick several points on the surface of the mesh and register them on the image (see Fig. 3 ). As this registration is done on a 2D slice of the 3D image, each registered point creates a 2D constraint. 3D registration is achieved when the user places points on different slices. The inverse simulation starts when the number of registered directions is superior to the number of unknowns. Practically, a maximum of 5 values are retrieved during the optimization, so 3 registered points (since each register point induces two constraints) are sufficient. Obviously to improve the precision of the registration, more parameters or boundary condition values can be optimized, but the user will have to register more points.
Validation by comparison with ground truth segmentation
The current medical routine does not adapt the treatment since it involves the manual segmentation of the structureswhich is time-consuming and manpower consuming-and the computation of the new planning. However, our method can dramatically reduce the time required to adapt the planning while achieving comparable accuracy to manual segmentation. We tested our approach on a ground truth set of 7 patient datasets that contain the 3D images of the CT scan done every week of the therapy (total: 7*6 images). Comparison between manual segmentations of the parotids (performed by the radiologists) and our method is achieved on all available images (42) by computing the DICE coefficient. A single dataset (6 images) has been manually segmented by two radiologists, and an average DICE coefficient of 0.7 has been computed to serve as a reference for the quality of our method. On these data, our method can be executed very quickly (completion of the registration is done in a single minute) with respect to a full manual segmentation making it compatible with the time constraints of a clinical routine. The graph in Fig. 4 (left) illustrates that the parotids deformation is significant and, second, that our method exhibits good similarity compared to manual segmentation (average DICE between [0.8;0.9]).
Efficiency of the whole approach
A dataset was selected for which the deformations were important and the parotids were not infiltrated by the tumor (therefore out of the target volume). We have a closer look at the last session of the therapy and particularly at the irradiation map of the parotids without considering planning adaptation, as shown in Fig. 4 (right) , and with planning adaptation using our method to register the right parotid (middle). The resulting maps from the TPS show that the irradiation Fig. 4 Validation: (left) similarity between the initial segmentation and ground truth geometry in blue curve illustrates the deformation of the parotids (DICE decreasing); the red curve exhibits the good similarities between our semi-automatic registration and the ground truth geometry; (middle) planning adaptation using our registration versus no planning adaptation (right). The measured radiation is much lower when the planning is adapted of the right parotid is significantly reduced and may limit the appearance of irradiation side effects.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new method for patient to patient registration, based on inverse real-time simulation and an interactive manual registration of a few set of points. This method allows for a good control of the physician on the registration results, which is critical in applications such as radiotherapy. The method could have many other applications including parameter estimation for biomechanics of soft tissues or physics-based registration. In future work, the results provided by the inverse method will be confronted to real measurements (for the Young's modulus, for instance) and it will be extended to other elastic parameters (Poisson's ratio). For the radiotherapy application, we will extend the approach to the registration of all the structures around the tumor, instead of only considering the parotids. Moreover, we will investigate more quantitatively how much the therapist can compensate the bad quality of images from cone beam CT (routinely acquired before the treatment) by his/her knowledge and interpretation using our method. We will also look to define the confidence in the image pixels in order to use the richer information given by the image to provide additional constraints to drive the parotids deformation.
